
 

Just Ducky
Quilt designed by Wendy Sheppard

Finished size is approximately 48” x 58”



Fabric Requirements

Cutting
WOF = width of fabric from selvage to selvage edge.

All seams ¼” unless otherwise indicated.
Finished block size 10” X 10” (star blocks), 10” X 20” (rectangular pieced blocks)

  1¾ Yd. SB20053-101

  ¾ Yd. SB20171-740  

  ⅞ Yd. SB20103-450  

  ⅜ Yd. SB20171-815  

  ⅜ Yd. SB20157-310 

  
  ⅝ Yd. SB20053-930  

  ⅜ Yd. SB20171-845  

  ¼ Yd. SB20337-930 1 Panel SB20335-780   

Backing: 56” X 58” (3⅞ yd. of 42”  wide fabric) 
 Binding: ½ Yd.

•From SB20053-101, White Squiggle:
(1) 1½” X WOF, sub-cut into:
 (2) 1½” X 16½”, for center panel sashing.
(4) 1½” X WOF, sub-cut into:
 (2)1½” X 20½”,  for inner border #2
 (2) 1½” X 28½”, for inner border #2 
(10) 3” X WOF, sub-cut into:
 (40) 3” X 3” squares, for star blocks.
 (40) 3” X 5½” rectangles, for star blocks:
(4) X 1½” WOF, sub-cut into:
 (4) 1½” X 10½” rectangles, for rectangular pieced blocks
 (4) 1½” X 12½” rectangles, for rectangular pieced blocks
(5) 2½” X WOF, piece strips and sub-cut into:
 (2) 2½” X 44½” strips, for first outer border.
 (2) 2½” X 50½” strips, for first outer border.

•From SB20171-740, Blue Dot:
(2) 3” X WOF, sub-cut into:
 (16) 3” X 3”, for star block points.
(6) 2½” X WOF, piece strips and sub-cut into:
 (2) 2½” X 48½” strips, for second outer border.
 (2) 2½” X 54½” strips, for second outer border.

•From SB20103-450, Coral Swirl:
(2) 3” X WOF, sub-cut into:
 (8) 3” X 3”, for star block points.
(7) 2¼”X WOF, piece strips to make a continuous binding strip.



Cutting continued

Quilt Assembly

• Stitch 1½” X 16½” white squiggle sashing 
pieces to top and bottom of 16½” X 20½” 
quilt center panel.

• Stitch 2½” X 16½” panel side rectangles 
to top and bottom to complete quilt center.

Inner border #1

• Stitch 1½” X 26½” Yellow Dot 
strips to the left and right sides 
of quilt center

•Stitch 1½” X 18˙” Yellow Dot 
strips to top and bottom of quilt 
center.

Inner border #2

•Stitch 1½” X 28½” White 
Squiggle strips to the left and 
right sides of quilt center.

•Stitch 
1½” X 20½” White Squiggle 
top and bottom of quilt center.

•From SB20157-310 Yellow Dot:
(3) 1½” X WOF.
 From first strip cut:
  (2) 1½” X 18½”, for first inner border #1.
 With remaining (2) strips, stitch together and sub cut: 
  (2) 1½” X 26½”, for inner border #1.
(1) 5½” X WOF, sub-cut into:
 (2) 5½” X 5½” squares, for star points.

•From  SB20335-780, Panel (Center images while cutting):
(1)  16½” X 20½” rectangle from panel center, for quilt   
 center. 
(2) 2½” X 16½” rectangles from panel side rectangles, for   
 horizontal strips on quilt center.
(4) 5½” X 5½” squares from panel corner squares, for star   
 blocks.
(2) 5½” X 12½” rectangles from panel top and bottom for   
 rectangular pieced blocks.

•From SB20337-930, Tossed Ducks:
(1) 5½” X WOF, sub-cut into:
 (2) 5½” X 5½”, star block centers.

•From SB20171-815, Light Lime Dot:
(2) 3” X WOF, sub-cut into:
 (16) 3” X 3”, for star points.
(1) 2½” X  WOF,  sub-cut into:
 (4) 2½” X 10½”, for rectangular pieced   
 blocks.

•From  SB20171-845, Dark Lime Dot:
(2)  3” X WOF, sub-cut into:
 (16) 3” X 3”, for star points.
(1) 1½” X WOF, sub-cut into:
 (4) 1½” X 10½”, for rectangular pieced blocks.

•From SB20053-930, Aqua Squiggle:
(2) 3” X WOF, sub-cut into:
 (16) 3” X 3” squares, star points.
(1) 5½” X WOF, sub-cut into:
 (2) 5½” X 5½”, star block centers.
(2) 2” X WOF, sub-cut into:
 (4) 2” X 12½”, for rectangular blocks.



Quilt Assembly Continued

Step 3. 
Stitch row units together to complete (1) star block.

•From SB20157-310 Yellow Dot:
(3) 1½” X WOF.
 From first strip cut:
  (2) 1½” X 18½”, for first inner border #1.
 With remaining (2) strips, stitch together and sub cut: 
  (2) 1½” X 26½”, for inner border #1.
(1) 5½” X WOF, sub-cut into:
 (2) 5½” X 5½” squares, for star points.

•From  SB20335-780, Panel (Center images while cutting):
(1)  16½” X 20½” rectangle from panel center, for quilt   
 center. 
(2) 2½” X 16½” rectangles from panel side rectangles, for   
 horizontal strips on quilt center.
(4) 5½” X 5½” squares from panel corner squares, for star   
 blocks.
(2) 5½” X 12½” rectangles from panel top and bottom for   
 rectangular pieced blocks.

•From SB20337-930, Tossed Ducks:
(1) 5½” X WOF, sub-cut into:
 (2) 5½” X 5½”, star block centers.

Star blocks
To make each Star block, use:
(4) 3” X 3” White Squiggle squares.
(4) 3” X 5½” White Squiggle rectangles.
(8) 3” X 3” Colored star block points.
(1) Center 5½” X 5½” center block square. 

Make 4 geese units
for each star block.

Step 1. Geese unit sections

•Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of all colored 3” X 3”  
squares cut for star points. 

•Place (1) colored square, right sides together, at a corner of (1) 
3” X 5½” White Squiggle rectangle. 

•Sew on drawn line. Trim ¼” away from sewn line. Open and 
press to reveal White Squiggle corner triangle. 

•Repeat with another 3” X 3” square cut for star points at the 
opposite corner of the same White Squiggle rectangle to make a 
flying geese unit.

Step 2. Row units 

•Stitch a flying geese unit to the left and 
right sides of 5½” X 5½” square cut for 
star block to make middle row unit.

•Stitch a 3” X 3” White Squiggle square 
to both short sides of the two remain-
ing flying geese units to make a top 
and bottom row unit.

Make 2 
for each star block.

Make two star blocks of each color combination 
show below.



Quilt Top Assembly continued

Rectangular pieced blocks

• To the top and bottom of  5½” X 12½” rect-
angles cut from panel:
  ◦ Stitch 1½” X 12½” white squiggle  
 rectangles. 
 ◦ Stitch 2” X 12½” Aqua squiggle   
 rectangles to top and bottom.  

• To the left and right sides of previously sewn unit:  
 ◦ Stitch 1½ X 10½” dark lime dot rectangles.
 ◦ Stitch 1½” X 10½” white squiggle rectangles.
 ◦ Stitch 2½ X 10½” light lime dot rectangles. 

Make 2

Referring to mage below, arrange and sew together (3) star blocks to make a column unit. Make (2) column 
units, and sew to left and right sides of quilt center.



•Arrange and stitch together, two star blocks and
one rectangular pieced block, to make top and
bottom quilt rows as shown (right).

•Stitch to top and bottom quilt rows to quilt center.

Quilt Top Assembly continued

Outer borders

•Stitch 2½” X 50½” white squiggle strips to the left
and right sides of the quilt center.

• Stitch 2½” X 44½” white squiggle strips to top and
bottom of quilt center.

• Stitch 2½” X 54½” blue dot strips to the left and
right sides of quilt center.
• Stitch 2½” X 48½” blue dot strips to the top and
bottom of quilt center to complete quilt top.

Finishing

Step 1.  With backing fabric laying taut, place batting and then quilt top to form sandwich.

Step 2.  Quilt as desired.

Step 3  Bind to finish quilt.


